AVAILABLE YEAR ROUND
ALC

IMPERIAL
COCONUT
PORTER

9.0%
BY VOL

32

IBU’s

Utilizing seven different malts, including black and
chocolate, as well as raw and toasted coconut, resulting in
a rich, slightly sweet and malty ale. Pours with a dark tan
head and drinks with a silky smooth, yet warming finish.
AVAILABLE IN 750ML GLASS BOTTLES AND DRAUGHT

ULTRA LIMITED
ALC

9.0%
BY VOL

25

IBU’s

Crème Brûlée

IMPERIAL MILK STOUT

ALC

11.4%
BY VOL

40
IBU’s

Wee Heavy

Smoked Scotch Ale

ALC

11.0%
BY VOL

25

Founded over a century ago, Grandma’s Coffee House® is
one of Maui’s hidden gems, cherished by islanders for their
perfect pastries and beautiful locale. In celebration of this
local business, we bring you a taste of their coffee cake in
this pastry porter. Complimented by a generous addition of
Maui-roasted Origin Coffee®, you have our permission to
skip breakfast.
Rich and creamy, this decadent ale is an homage to the
classic French dessert. Hawaiian vanilla and homemade
caramel accentuate the oak and bourbon notes imparted by
the barrels. A rich and roasty malt backbone rounds out this
bière de toute beauté.

This traditional malt-forward brew tastes best around a
campfire. The rich grain character brings notes of caramel,
sweet bread, dark fruit and chocolate. The smoked malt
adds spicy, dry, and earthy undertones.

IBU’s

Old Fashioned

Barleywine

ALC

11.3%
BY VOL

35

IBU’s

White Russian
GOLDEN IMPERIAL PORTER

ALC

9.0%
BY VOL

28
IBU’s

DISTRIBUTOR

This cocktail inspired strong ale is rich with wood and
bourbon character. The barrel notes are accentuated with
bitters made by our distillery, Kupu Spirits. Muddled dark
cherries compliment the underlying sweetness of the malty
ale, while freshly zested oranges create the drink’s signature
aromatic.

To make this unique porter, we replaced traditional roasted
malt with Maui-roasted Origin Coffee®. The result is a
“white” ale with a creamy mouthfeel and ample coffee
character. Freshly toasted coconut provides beautiful vanilla
aromatics that round out this cocktail inspired brew.
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